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between its responsibility to
protect public health by driving down tobacco use and its
desire to maximize returns on
its investments by maximizing
tobacco sales. Similarly institutions such as hospitals and
universities, which receive
public funding and serve a
social purpose, have an ethical
imperative not to invest in an
industry that manufacturers
and promotes a highly addictive product that kills half of
its long-term users and is responsible for other social
harms, including increased
poverty and environmental
degradation.
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Harvard President
Derek Bok explaining
the rationale behind
the university’s
divestment of its
tobacco holdings: The
decision ''was motivated by a desire not to
be associated as a
shareholder with
companies engaged in
significant sales of
products that create a
substantial and
unjustified risk of
harm to other human
beings.''

Ethical Investing: A Growing Concern
In recent years, the issue of ethical
investing has become a hot topic,
fuelled in part by concerns over
global warming. A key pillar of the
global grassroots climate change
movement is pressuring public institutions—including municipal governments, post-secondary educational
institutions, pension funds, and religious organizations—to divest their
fossil fuel company stocks. The
movement concluded that lasting
change in energy policy would only
be achieved by breaking the influence of wealthy fossil fuel compa-

(Letter by D. Bok,18 May
1990)

“U of T is looked to as
a moral and ethical
leader. Investing in
the tobacco industry,
whose products kill
50 per cent of longterm users and harm
the health of countless others, does not
uphold these high
standards.”
(EBUTT News Release, 16
Jan. 2007)

“The consensus
regarding the moral
imperative for institutions like Penn not to

is so broad that Penn
now stands as the
only institution among
the nation’s top 5
medical schools not to
have a policy excludeing tobacco holdings
from its investments.”
(Ad hoc Committee on
Tobacco Investment, U of
Pennsylvania, Oct. 2013)

hunger strikes, sit-ins, and the seizure of buildings, to pressure their
institutions to divest their holdings

While divestment initiatives ideally
will orchestrate a decline in the
share prices of the major offenders,
divestment isn't primarily an economic strategy, “it’s a moral and
political one.” (www.350.org)
Divestment campaigns have made
the issue of ethical investing primetime news and generated momentum for change. Post-secondary
students have been recruited to
launch initiatives aimed at getting
the endowment fund of their university/college to divest its holdings in
oil, gas, and coal-producing firms.
The campus initiatives were inspired
by the anti-apartheid campaign in
the 1980s, during which students
used a variety of tactics, including

in companies doing business in
South Africa. While historians disagree on whether the campaign had
much of an impact on the companies
doing business in South Africa, it did
garner considerable public attention,
forcing prominent individuals to take
a stand and ultimately influencing
the politics of this divisive issue. (S
Maturen, “To Stop Climate Change, Students
Aim at College Portfolios,” The New York Times,

Precedents in Divesting Tobacco Stock
The tobacco control movement has
had limited success to date in
achieving divestment of tobacco
stock and has not been able to capitalize either on the momentum of
the environmental movement’s divestment campaign or on the fact
that environmental groups publicly
equate the fossil fuel industry to Big
Tobacco and call for energy firms to
be accorded the same status as tobacco companies—that of social
pariah.
In Canada a few universities have
publicly declared their policy of divesting their holdings in tobacco
companies. The University of

Lethbridge in Alberta was the first in
2006. The University of Toronto followed suit in 2007, in response to the
divestment campaign by student
group EBUTT (Education Bringing
Youth Tobacco Truths), as did McGill
University in Quebec.

time profiting from shares in those
same companies. Although all other
provincial/territorial governments
have initiated similar cost-recovery
lawsuits against tobacco companies,
none has followed Alberta’s lead and
divested its tobacco holdings.

In October 2011, the government of
Alberta announced its intention to
divest all $17.5M of its directlymanaged tobacco stock held by the
Alberta Heritage Savings Trust and
public sector pension funds, declaring that it was a conflict-of-interest
to sue tobacco companies for medicare costs incurred treating tobaccocaused disease while at the same

Globally, there are few significant
precedents. The Norwegian government in 2010 divested its industry
holdings worth $2B, in keeping with
its new ethical investing guidelines.
Following a campaign and a resultant spate of negative publicity, in
2013 the Australian government
divested some $210M in tobacco
stock held by its Future Fund.

No Easy Feat

benefit financially
from tobacco holdings

nies on governments, thereby forcing the companies to change their
practices.

Major Canadian institutions, including the pension plans of the federal
and at least two provincial governments, continue to possess significant tobacco industry holdings, as
shown in the table on page 1. (Other
government pension plans do not
publicly disclose a complete list of
their investments.)
One reason it is so difficult to convince institutions to divest their tobacco stocks is that they remain
highly profitable. A recent analysis
by RBC found that Lorillard came in
#3 among stocks with a price-toearnings ratio of less than 16, behind

only Apple and Cummins. Lorillard
to the companies’ ability to continue ingenerated a 486% return on investcreasing revenues despite decreasing
ment (ROI), 845% with reinvested
volume sales, by cutting costs and increasdividends factored in. Joining Lorillard ing prices.
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It is important to note
that this strong market performance
came at a time when tobacco companies were facing significant litigation
threats. Analysts attribute the
“outperformance” of tobacco stocks

fact that
tobacco companies are now major players
in the e-cigarette market, given that ecigarettes are widely considered to be
safer than cigarettes and may prove to be
effective quit smoking aids.
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